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Brief historical background

The Catete Palace, formerly the residence of Antonio Clemente Pinto, Baron
of Nova Friburgo and ~ wealthy coffee planter, was projected and built by
Gustav Waehneldt, a German engineer. Work on the building was commenced in
1858 and continued until 1867, with renowned artists taking part in the
construction. The edifice was sold in 1890 ta the "Companhia Grande Hotel
Internacional", and was transferred in 1896 to the Bank of the Republic of
Brazil, becoming on that same year the property of the Federal Union for
the purpose of housing the Governrnent of the Republic, a function which it
continued to serve until 1960. The premises were declared a National his-
torical and artistic monument, under the terms of Process N9 153-T and
NÇ 181- T , Historical Record Book, page 3, registered under n9 7, and Fine
Arts Record Book, page 5, registered under n9 20, both entries dated April
6, 1938.

The main building exhibits neo-classical lines, three stories high and a
square building plan. The walls are of stone masonry; with white and rose
marble façades. Internally, linking the ground flooT to the stately first
floor, an imposing staircase enhanced with marble and bronze gives access
to richly appointed rooms decorated wi th stucco, paintings, crystal
chandeliers and superb furniture, that have witnesses the principal politic-
al events of Brazil's republican history. The premises comprise a very
large 24 thousand square meter area embellished with a stream, bridges a
fountain, grottoes, statues and large trees.

Construction of the Rio de Janeiro underground public transportation system,
which started excavating section 23 of the project Ccomprising the Gloria-
Catete-Largo do Machado districts) in January 1978', resulted in 30 mm
contractions upon the front and 5 mm in the rear affecting the Palace at
the time when the underground gallery was opened, the DJ(ISS of terrain
}laving bccn l)rokcn cdgewise, with one principal cral-k and micro-plaJls in
the region adjacent to the gallery, due to its proximity to the Catete
Subway Station. Upon termination of the work on the gallery ~ in 1977, the
speed of the pressure diminished and final1y became stabilized sometime
between 1978 and 1979. In 1983, and with the subway system fully in
operation, new land movements were observed at an average velocity of 5
micra/day. An analysis of the cause of the reactivation of the contraction
led us to the conclusion that cyclical.micro sollicitations generated
by the circulation of vehicles and trains were the cause of such movements .

prelinrinary studiesand structural instrumentation

Mention must be made of the fact that the gallery project comprised two
basic aspects:

19 -That the underground transportation system would not create
vibrations upon the buildings adjacent to the gallery;
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